
A UNIQUE HUNTING EXPERIENCE
ARGENTINA



We are a family company and our main priority is to make you 
feel at home. As we own the land and we manage the entire 
operation, we are fully committed to giving you the best service 
and personalized attention you expect. That is why we are 
committed to offer you a Unique Hunting experience.

Our operation is located in 3 different regions where we are 
able to offer Big Game Hunting and Wingshooting from the 
same lodge and also the possibility to combine with fly fishing 
programs like the brave and beautiful trout in Patagonia or the 
majestic Golden Dorado in the Litoral región. 

Our land is inhabited by highly sporting native and non-native 
species that have been brought to the country from all over 
the world. There are large quantities of trophies living together 
in one place like nowhere else in the world and we also have a 
larger population of Doves and Ducks that makes Argentina a 
bird shooter paradise.

With all types of topography and regions enclosed 
in the country with differing climates, Argentina 

offers not only volume hunting but fair chase 
opportunities at serious record book trophies. We 
offer you not only quality but also a wide variety 

and large quantity of species. Hunting in Argentina 
is, without a shadow 
of doubt, one of the 
most passionate 
experiences in the 
world.

- Big game hunting and wingshooting - 



Foreign hunters have at their disposal all kinds of direct flights 
to our country. Flights coming from USA and Europe generally 
arrive very early in the morning and depart in the evening. 
Many airlines service daily direct flights from America: United 
from Washington DC, Continental from Houston, Delta from 
Atlanta and American Airlines from Dallas and Miami. 

Hunters have to buy their airline tickets with final destination 
to the city of Buenos Aires, capital of the Argentine Republic. 
The arrival and departure flights -from and to the country of 
origin- take place at Ministro Pistarini International Airport 
of Buenos Aires, located in Ezeiza, few kilometers far from 
the city of Buenos Aires and linked to it by a freeway which 
guarantees a delay of no more than 30 minutes from the 
airport to downtown.

ARGENTINA

SOUTHERN LODGES

The most common way to reach Argentina is on an overnight flight from the United States 
landing in Buenos Aires the following morning. 

- Location - 
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Southern Lodges is 
committed to the 
idea that the best 
advertisement is by 
word of mouth of 
our satisfied clients.



WITH US

WHY HUNT

At Southern Lodges, our team provides excellent service in 
and outside the Lodge. Our guides and trackers will ensure 
the ultimate outdoor experience while our team of chefs, 
waiters and housekeepers will take care of the rest. From the 
moment we pick you up at the airport, we promise to make 
your trip to Argentina a safe, incredible and unforgettable 
experience.
 
Over the years, the demands of our customers have evolved 
and so we are constantly reevaluating our operations which 
include the game, the hunting grounds, and the services 
provided by our lodges and staff. A sportsman knows a 
successful trip is more than a collection of trophies, it is 

From the moment we pick you up at the airport, we promise to make your trip to 
Argentina a safe, incredible and unforgettable experience.

- A Unique Hunting Experience - 

also an enjoyable experience in the field and camaraderie 
with friends and family. The chase and the challenge of the 
unknown and dealing with changing conditions are just some 
of the features that draw us to the sport. 

Our team of professionals is dedicated to giving our clients 
absolute customer satisfaction and we ensure high success 
rates with top-notch equipment, with an experienced and 
hard working team. We appreciate your interest in our 
operation and look forward to serving you this season on your 
next Argentinean adventure. Southern Lodges is committed 
to the idea that the best advertisement is by word of mouth 
of our satisfied clients.



The Hunting is 
Free Range where 
we can guarantee 
great Red Stag 
trophies of a 320 
SCI pts average.



LODGE

EL AGUARA

La Pampa Province is a natural habitat for Red Stag, Fallow 
Deer, Axis Deer, Mouflon, Blackbucks and Water Buffalo, and 
more than 12 hunting species. 

In “El Aguara Lodge” the Hunting operation is Free Range 
where we can guarantee great Red Stag trophies of a 320 
SCI pts average. Many of the trophies hunted in our lodge 
were included in the SCI Record book.

Our lodges are the typical Argentinean “Estancias” where the 
“gauchos” and our tradition is combined with the atmosphere 
of a hunting lodge. Estancia “El Aguara” is a 36.000 acre 

Argentina is considered as one of the most important worldwide destinations for cinegetic 
tourism for the American and European market.

- La Pampa - 

agricultural and stockbreeding farm that combines flat areas, 
forests, low hills and an incredibly challenging landscape 
that any hunter would love to face. We also have different 
programs for the family and non-hunters.

The Lodge can accommodate up to 6 hunters at the same 
time in comfortable suites with personalized service.

The meals at the lodge are specially prepared by the Estancia 
staff, and they always include a wonderful display of local 
ingredients such as deer ham, wild boar ham, grilled lamb, and 
of course the traditional Argentine asados.



Howard Morrison 

Texas, USA

Thank you so much for hosting me at “El 
Aguara”. The hunting, food and people were 
amazing. Thank you for making my trip to 
Argentina one that I will never forget. I hope 
you will come to see me in Texas, you are 
welcome anytime. Su amigo siempre!

LOCATION 
La Pampa Province, in 
Central Argentina, 140 
miles Northwest from 
Bahía Blanca Airport.  

DRIVING TIME 
2:30 minutes drive from 
Bahía Blanca Airport.

ACCOMMODATIONS 
3 Double Rooms, each 
with private bathroom.

OCCUPANCY  
6 Hunters

SEASON 
Year - round









We have one of the largest population of doves in the entire 
world. The species we hunt here is the eared dove. The huge grey 
clouds of doves cover the fields. In La Pampa we have more than 
20,000,000 doves. From this Lodge you will have the chance to 
combine your Dove, Pigeon or  Partridge shooting program with 
the best Big Game Hunting all from the same lodge!

Shooting is excellent all year round. Each day affords six to seven 
hours of good, steady shooting. An average of 3 cases of shells 
per day per shooter is the daily norm, Even though shooting is 
superb all year round, records show mid-September through early 
April has produced the best shooting. During our spring, doves 
concentrate in huge numbers when farmers begin harvesting 
the winter wheat, but there is plenty of food for the doves even 
during our winter months. 

Argentina has become one of the best destinations in 
the World for wingshooting and waterfowl hunting. 
That is why every wing shooter in the World has to 
come at least once to Argentina to experience this 

outstanding wingshooting experience!

WINGSHOOTING

EL AGUARA





Chad Lydick 

New Mexico, USA

Thank you so much for the gracious hospitality 
shown to my family by you and your staff. The 
hunting was superb and the food and drink were 
without parallel. We had a wonderful time and 
the memories will be with us always.
Adios amigo!!

SEASON 
Doves and Pigeon 
Year – round

Partridge, 
May 1 to July 31





In the heart of the 
Sierras de la Ventana 
region lies “Cerro 
Las Tunas Lodge”, 
peacefully nestled 
within 70 acres of 
majestic gardens.



LODGE

CERRO LAS TUNAS

This is an agricultural and stockbreeding farm located in the 
South-East of Buenos Aires Province, one hour and a half by 
car from Bahia Blanca Airport. It is located in one of the most 
remarkable hunting regions in Argentina with excellent big 
game options. 

Hunters from all around the world arrive at our Estancia 
attracted by the superior quality of our Red Stag, Fallow and 
Axis deer, Blackbucks, Himalayan Thars, Mouflon sheep, pure 
breed European wild boars, Wild goats, Wild rams, multi-
horned sheep, Blackbuck, and the distinct mountain range 
geography that makes each hunting experience exceptional 
and thrilling. In this area, we guarantee top quality trophies 
with an average score of 350 to 450 SCI pts. The majestic Red 
Stag is the most demanded trophy in our area and we are 
proud to say we offer real “Monsters” up to 600 SCI pts.

From this lodge, hunters will also enjoy the pursuit of Big 
game and Wingshooting each and every day. 

In Buenos Aires Province, nestling between two valleys and crossed by clear water streams, 
“Cerro Las Tunas Lodge” is a fertile, dark soil land, proper for the growing of wheat, oat, corn 

and sunflower thanks to the particular weather of the humid Argentine Pampa region.

- Buenos Aires - 

In the heart of the Sierras de la Ventana region lies “Cerro Las 
Tunas Lodge”, peacefully nestled within 70 acres of majestic 
gardens, with a large in-ground swimming pool, and great 
pictures views of the distant stunning mountains.

The deluxe accommodations at Cerro Las Tunas are of the 
highest quality. The private suites and the food, wine and 
service are exquisite and on a par with famous world class 
five star hotels. Every aspect of our big game hunting lodge 
exudes the highest level of comfort and luxury while still 
maintaining a comfortable, familiar atmosphere.

Recalling the charm of days gone by, the elegant Lodge 
and its landscaped gardens offer complete privacy and the 
comfort and luxury of a grand historic homestead.

Relax in the living room or in the library with a cozy fireplace 
or unwind on the gallery with a glass of wine enjoying the 
majestic sunsets.



LOCATION 
Buenos Aires Province, 
80 miles Northeastern 
from Bahía Blanca 
Airport. 

DRIVING TIME 
1:30 minutes drive from 
Bahía Blanca Airport.

ACCOMMODATIONS 
5 Single rooms and 1 
Double room each with 
private bathroom.

OCCUPANCY  
7 Hunters

SEASON 
Year - round

Marty and Jolie Edwards 

Nebraska. USA

Thank you so very much for your kindness and 
graciousness. You really went above and beyond 
to make sure we were comfortable and happy. 
We had an amazing time here! We hope to see 
you again in the future. Much love to you and 
best of hunting!!!!





We utilize the 
best equipment 
to maximize your 
hunting experience 
and are constantly 
striving to improve 
our methods.



LODGE

SAN JUAN

Hunters may also fly from Buenos Aires (Ezeiza International 
Airport), directly to the lodge on a private flight or by car. The 
lodging experience at San Juan Lodge is just as exceptional as 
the Duck hunting experience. Guests are treated to an array 
of 5-star amenities and luxuries not normally associated with 
hunting lodges. From the wine and cuisine to the service and 
hospitality, San Juan resoundingly exceeds expectations.

The lodge has six spacious double - occupancy bedrooms, 
each with a private bathroom. There is a maximum capacity of 
12 hunters.

We are highly committed to making great strides with 
innovative permanent dry blinds, species specific decoys, robo 
ducks, electronic duck calls and other additions to the daily 
hunts to make for a quality experience and the best waterfowl 
shooting of your life.

Three our away from Ezeiza International Airport is “San Juan Lodge” located in a stunning 
rural setting in the heart of the Duck region of Buenos Aires Province, the Estancia has a great 

location and a warm and welcoming style, close to Bolivar city.

- Buenos Aires - 

The area around San Juan Lodge supports a wide variety of 
duck species such as the Red Shoveler, Teal (Silver, Ringed, 
Speckled, Cinnamon and Brazilian), Yellow Billed and White 
Cheeked Pintail, Fulvous and White-Faced Whistling Duck, 
Chilean Widgeon, and the country’s trophy duck, the Rosy 
Billed Pochard. Although weather, blind location, and water 
levels determine the makeup of a day’s take, many hunters’ 
bags consist of 7-11 different species.

We utilize the best equipment to maximize your hunting 
experience and are constantly striving to improve our 
methods.

Also available at San Juan Lodge are perdiz shoots over 
pointing dogs. This upland, Chukar-sized game bird, flushes 
in singles and pairs and provides a challenging target and is 
excellent table fare.



Love Mike and Lynn Albers

Wisconsin, USA

Just 6 days agowe were guests! Now when we 
leave we are friends! How you determine friends? 
By how they talk, how they walk with you! When 
you are treated like family you feel it from the 
heart! You just know you belong and you are 
welcomed back.

LOCATION 
Buenos Aires Province, 
180 miles southeast 
from Buenos Aires 
International Airport.

DRIVING TIME 
3 hours drive from 
Buenos Aires Airport.

ACCOMMODATIONS 
6 Double rooms each 
with private bathroom.

OCCUPANCY  
12 Hunters

SEASON 
April 15 to July 31





Relax and enjoy the 
peace and quiet 
of this beautiful 
environment, or 
explore the Hunting, 
fly fishing, or Trekking 
opportunities.



LODGE

PATAGONIA

The lodge is located at Alumine district, a place well known 
among Red Deer Trophy hunters. This is the perfect habitat 
for Red Stag, which are found free roaming in abundance. 
With a wonderfully cozy atmosphere Patagonia Lodge offers 
a comfortable living room with its inviting fireplace as a 
center piece. The three individual guest rooms at the lodge 
are spacious and comfortable. Each has a private bath with 
full amenities. Our Chef prepares local Argentinean cuisine 
tailored to the tastes of our guests. Venison and lamb, or 
fresh trout from our rivers, can be enjoyed with a glass of top 
Malbec Wine. In the morning enjoy homemade scons and fresh 
bread with a breath-taking view and good coffee.

There are many experiences for the entire family and non 
hunters you can enjoy at our Lodge. We can tailor an experience 
to suit your needs and the season. Whether you want to relax 
and enjoy the peace and quiet of this beautiful environment, 
or explore the Hunting, fly fishing, or Trekking opportunities.

Patagonia Lodge is a 18.000 acre farm in the Argentinean Patagonia, in Neuquén Province. 
A 3 hour vehicle drive separates our Ranch from San Martín de los Andes Airport.

- Neuquén - 

Red Stag hunting in Patagonia is one the most exciting 
programs you will ever have. Hunting is carried out on foot 
in the steppes or on horseback when the method chosen 
is stalking through the woods surrounding the Andes, one 
of the most spectacular scenarios in the world. The rutting 
season is from March to June.

From our lodge, you will also have the opportunity to have 
the best fly fishing experience. Two Big and famous rivers: 
Kilka and Alumine rivers go through this property and are 
home to land-locked salmon, brown and rainbow trout. It 
is an exclusive catch and release fly-fishing river. Also, the 
riverbank is lined with trees and shrubs making casting more 
exciting and rather challenging!

The Patagonia region is undoubtedly one of the best hunting 
areas. This area requires hunters to be physically fit, as any 
other hunting area located near the mountains.



LOCATION 
Neuquén Province, 
80 miles North from 
San Martín de los 
Andes Airport. 

DRIVING TIME 
2:30 minutes drive 
from San Martín de 
los Andes Airport.

ACCOMMODATIONS 
3 Double rooms, each 
with private bathroom.

OCCUPANCY  
4 Hunters

SEASON 
March 1 to June 30

SCI POINTS 
AVERAGE: 320

Gary and Stephen Spurlock

Lovettsville, USA

Thank you for responding to my numerous emails 
and graciously welcoming us to Argentina. Angel, 
Bejo and all your crew for making our stay seem 
like a home. Stephen and I know how hard you 
worked for ur success with the hunt. You have a 
very beautiful property. We would love to see it 
in cold weather. We hope to see you in the USA. 
Warm regards.







TRAVEL

SOUTHERN EXPEDITIONS 

We are fully committed to:
• Contributing to the preservation of Argentina’s natural 
areas and local communities through the economic activity of 
selective tourism;

• Creating the most exciting ways to know Argentina and 
getting around;

• Educating our people to care for, enjoy and value the 
importance of preserving our flora and fauna;

We are prepared to satisfy the demands of travelers with a 
definitive cultural interest in wildlife and natural history;

Is our tourism division committed to customize wildlife, culture and special interest 
tours for individuals and small groups to Argentina.

- Adventure - 

We offer:
Tailor made trips for small groups and FITs (Fully Independent 
Travelers) to traditional and non-traditional destinations. Our 
range of excellent professional guides around the country 
allows us to customized trips according to our visitors´ 
preferences and abilities designing high quality programs.

We invite you to discover the different flavors of our country. 
You will be able to appreciate the flavors that make Argentina 
famous all around the world: Hunting and Fishing, Wilderness, 
Estancias, Polo, meat, golf, football, tango, gastronomy and 
wines, beyond others. Every province has a history to learn. 
You just need to find yours.





We have two big regions where to find the most exciting 
fishing rivers. The Patagonia Region is home of the land-locked 
salmon, brown and rainbow trout and the Litoral region where 
the Dorado is undoubtedly the King of the rivers.

The Dorado is one of the most exciting gamefish to catch. 
Its complex feeding regime and migratory nature ensure 
challenging and rewarding fishing opportunities for both 
expert and entry-level anglers. Dorado are strong and 
acrobatic and their pursuit is often more about quality 
experiences than a numbers game. 

Argentina is a special destination for fishermen. The best fishing time 
is during summer, from December to March.

- Adventure - 

Another of the species we target in this are is the Surubí, 
the Pacú, and the Tararira, great trophies treasured by the 
Paraná river. We will provide anglers with high quality loaner 
fishing equipment. In case they want, anglers can bring their 
own equipment. The season for Dorado fishing it runs from 
October to April and for trout fishing in Patagonia from 
November to April.

Experience Argentina at their best and ad a few days of fishing 
to your Big Game or Wingshooting trip. We promise you that 
we will do your entire trip a unique and exciting adventure.

SEASON

FISHING TRIPS



Hipólito Yrigoyen 2416, Manuel Alberti
Buenos Aires, Argentina CP 1667 

Direct +54 9 11 64206660 
Toll Free 1 888 756 3437 (slodges)

info@southernlodges.com
www.southernlodges.com


